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From the President
John Flint

A few weeks past we had the first meeting for the
new committee since the AGM. We have such a
convivial bunch on the committee I feel it is going
to be a pleasant job leading this year. The club is in
good shape when there are capable people bringing
their enthusiasm to keep things running smoothly,
and add new ideas and different dimensions.
Being the first meeting we chatted about some
ideas we wanted to try out in the coming year
and how we could be successful. As a summary of
those discussions I stated I thought a measure of
our success would be getting more people out on
walks over the year. In corporate key performance
indicator (KPI) speak; An increase in participation by
members on the overall walks program as measured
by the average member walking days undertaken
increasing on a year over year basis. Gee that does
not sound very bushwalker like, so let’s just say
“More walks, more fun by SBW members in the
bush” is what we want to achieve.
Getting an advance copy of this newsletter, it was
really good to see my announced KPI’s already on
the way to success. There have been so many walks
with great participation this month. The new walks
reporting submission system helps in the recording
a higher percentage of walks as well. For me at
least reading all the reports gives me inspiration
for going to new places and sometimes cursing I
did not attend one of the walks that might have
been on my list but for some reason I did not end
up applying to attend. One thing I would highlight
is that I think I noticed that there are more walks
being reported on but the longer reports are fewer.
Take note all the photographers and creative writers
out there, I know there are quite a few of you. You
don’t need to be the leader to do a write up on the
walk! It would be great to have a few more articles
coming through and they don’t even have to be a
walk report at all.
With the Autumn walks going well, with the cooler
weather it is a reminder that Winter is not far away.
The call has already gone out for winter walks and

I am hoping for a bumper program. For leaders
who haven’t put on a walk for a while, think about
putting a walk or two on for the next program. What
is old is now new so it would be good to see a few
old favourite walks making a comeback. If you are
an aspiring leader or someone with an idea but not
the confidence to lead a walk,how about teaming up
with an established leader, offer to do some of the
organising and joint lead the walk. It is a great way
to gain skills and you get to go on a place of your
choice.
Outside of walking the club runs its regular social
night program. This month’s night was a cracker,
the evenings supposed to end at 9pm but with the
interest in the speakers exploits we were chatting
away post presentations past 9:45.
Alex Allchin along with SUBW member Sierra
Classen told the story of their reenactment of Myles
Dunphy’s Kowmung Adventure of 1914. It was a
very entertaining presentation, and the first SBW
evening for quite some time that started with a
poetry reading. Alex will publish some links to more
videos, maps and walk information for those that
missed out or hunger for more.
The other guest we had on the night was a late
entrant for just a quick 5 minute presentation on
Koala’s in the Blue Mountains National Park and
surrounds. Alice McGlashan is a Masters student
at Sydney University who came to introduce SBW
to a program she is running to identify and map
Koala populations. She is asking for community
involvement in sighting and reporting Koala’s. As
you would know, Koala’s aren’t the easiest animals
to spot and there are relatively few sightings in
the Blue Mountains. Keep a watch out for some
upcoming workshops we will hold with Alice on how
to identify Koala habitat and the likely territory they
may be found. With the interest apparent in the
program we will look to put on some Koala spotting
walks in the areas mapped as suitable vegetation
and soil types.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the April meeting:
Diana Bradbury
Sue Tiller
Meg Kwon
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Patricia Huang
Ryan Swaine
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SBW Presidential Tenure
Richard Pattison

With the club’s AGM last month and Leigh after
completing two years as President passing on the
batton to John, I thought it would be interesting to
review the historic tenure of past presidents.
The club is 87 years old and has had 51 president
terms, held by 47 people – an average term of 1.7
years.
SBW Presidents stats:
• The 52nd SBW President can expect to serve a
two year term (as have 61% of Presidents)
• This is now the standard term: 21 of the last 24
Presidents have served two years
• The longest reign was five years, served by Tom
Moppett from Mar-1947 to Feb-1952
• Jack Gentle was President on three occasions!
Totalling 3.5 years.
• Ron E Knightly (0.5 & 1 year) & Don Finch (2 x
1 year) have served twice.

laying of a new cable”. Jack Gentle, the previous
year’s President, fulfilled the remainder of the role.
Ron E. Knightly returned from England two years
later and completed his unfinished business, serving
a full year as President in his second attempt (Mar1963 to Feb 1964).
The other non-integer terms were held by the first
two Presidents Jack Debert & Frank Duncan, who
both served 1.5 years each.
Tom Brennan’s SBW magazine project made this
research possible, well done Tom.

Interestingly, two terms were interrupted after only
half a year:
1) Walter Roots’ term was cut short in 1936 “when
business unexpectedly took them to Brisbane”.
Walter had been secretary for four years prior to
becoming President. Morrie Berry completed Wal’s
half-year term, then continued for their own 2 year
term.
2) In 1960 Ron E Knightly “left for England, where
he would be watching Australia’s interests in the

Social Program
Wed 20 May - Hot to Trot - Travels of an Aussie Babyboomer. Judith Rostron will be talking about
her recently published book. She will be speaking about her walking experiences in Central America,
Shetland, Eastern Europe and France. She has travelled behind the tourist waterfall and investigated
minority peoples in places like the Tibetan Plateau, Laos, Burma and remote parts of China.
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.
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The SBW Magazine Project – Update
Richard Pattison

One magazine was completed in March: 11% (87
of 763) of the clubs historic library is now digitised.

increased disposable income for socialising and
hobbies.

We discovered last month that the historical average
size of SBW’s magazine is 18 pages. However, that
size has varied over time, “The Sydney Bushwalker”
page count trend chronicles the broader changing
dynamics in Australian society over the last 85
years:

1990s - The first edition produced entirely on
computer was April 1994 by George Mawer. Articles
were encouraged to be submitted on floppy disk,
but hardly convenient, the page count continued to
decline. Ray Hookway encouraged email submissions
from 1999 and halted the page count decline, but
many articles were still handwritten or even faxed.

1930s – The first 35 editions were released bimonthly, in fact 1937 was quarterly. In Oct 1937
the club invested in its first duplicator, offering
more cost effective and convenient printing. The
magazine moved to a monthly release and as
expected, the page count dropped due to reduced
duration between releases with less stories to tell,
but, the combined annual page count was higher.
1940s – The Second World War placed many
sacrifices upon our nation, one of them being a
shortage of paper. The magazine was necessarily
thinner than the editors hoped, in fact, the final 3
years of the war (1944-6) the magazine averaged
just 12 pages.
1950s – Club membership grew strongly following
the war and a new breed of bushwalkers ventured
into the unknown, and with that, new enthusiastic
authors wishing to tell their story. The magazine
size reached a peak in 1957 with Frank Rigby rolling
out an impressive 24 pages per edition.

2000s – It wasn’t until 2001 under Bill Holland
that the page count actually experienced growth,
for the first time in half a century! Email was, by
then, a common means of communication and SBW
members began submitting articles online. Through
this change, Bill was able to deliver 5 solid years of
18 / 20 pages. Incidentally, Bill held the longest term
of any Editor, and edited more than 1,000 pages –
although admittedly far more efficient to edit on a
computer with email compared to a typewriter and
handwritten notes!
2009 & e-delivery - The first electronic delivery was
Feb 2009, and the page count suddenly exploded
to new heights. The electronic version allowed:
more days on the timeline; better photos which
encouraged more to be submitted and of course
photos take up more space than text; electronic
delivery has minimal cost (time & money) so less
emphasis on controlling size of printing costs.

1960s – 1990s – However, times were changing,
from the 1957 peak there was a steady decline for
the next 44 years… why? Well, that coincides neatly
with the introduction of television into Australia, the
first broadcast in Sydney was Sep 1956.

Melinda Turner became Editor in April 2009 and
soon included individual walk reports from leaders
with the help of Stephen Brading (walks reporting
secretary), until then the walks secretary had
concisely summarised all trip reports into one
article. That adds ~5 pages per edition.

Two Thirds of households owned a TV by 1960, and
ownership quickly reached 90% by 1968 (source:
ABS) with 4 channels in operation. Simply, watching
TV was more appealing than writing articles. Other
factors have contributed further over the years,
like sports facilities for after-work recreation, and

That neatly brings us up-to-date. Our current Editor
Vivien is averaging 22 pages per edition, well above
the long-term average, well done, but a far cry from
champion Editor Renee Gruber of 2012, more on
that next month…
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The Sydney Summer Series: 2014/15 review
Richard Pattison

The 24th season of the Sydney Summer Series drew
to a close on Wed 25 March. The series is a fun &
addictive mid-week orienteering challenge, where
each member sets their own aspiration level,
planning their own route with the objective to visit
as many of the 30 check-points as possible in 45
minutes.
SBW was represented at all 26 events over summer,
with 11 SBW members taking part, down from 17
last year. We were competitive in a number of age/
sex categories, the best 12 scores over the season
counting towards the final leaderboard:
• Third: Emmanuelle Convert claimed bronze
“Masters Women”
• Top 10: Rachel Grindlay finished 6th in “Open
Women”
• Top 10: I finished 8th in “Masters Men”
• Top 10: Vivien de Remy de Courcelles finished
10th in “Masters Men”
SSS will be back in Oct 2015, but we don’t need
to wait that long for the next mid-week series,
“Moonlight Madness” is the winter version with an
event each month near to the full moon. The first
event is 6 May 2015 in Meadowbank.

Willis’s Walkabouts

Kakadu
Join us and see why so many of our clients come back again
and again.
THIRTY years leading tours plus another ten exploring the park with
the Darwin Bushwalking Club. And, as the sole bushwalking
representative on the official Kakadu Tourism Consultative
Committee, Russell Willis always has the latest information.
Our trips are designed to offer you the best that Kakadu has to offer in
each of its six seasons. That’s right, SIX seasons. Forget the Wet and
Dry of the tourist brochures. The local Aboriginal people recognised six
seasons. So do we. The only way to understand how different they
really are is to experience them for yourself.
We know which creeks are flowing when, which 4WD tracks are likely
to be open, when the vegetation makes walking easy and when it
makes it hard. We offer a huge variety of trips so that we can give you
the best possible bushwalking experience at any time of year.
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www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au
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An overnight walk in the wild Dogs
Robert Carter

looked on from the bushes – a story that obviously
evolved as the weekend progressed and the very
active minds of some took over.
There was the terrible act of spite following a very
professional demonstration on how to light a proper
cooking fire SBW style. A few people who will
remain nameless disputed the ‘parallel’ fire as the
perfect cooking fire and turned it into a sacrilegious
tee-pee fire – and they had gas stoves. This act
was obviously the attractor for the small scorpion
found making its way up the back of one of our
Prospective Members and the angry ‘I think it was
a Possum’.

What a cracker of a weekend! The forecast was for
fine weather. Overnight was predicted to be in the
low single digits however a very mild evening and
morning with no need for
a jumper. In the case that
we had an incident on this
walk we had two Doctors
and a fourth year medical
student – and not even a
blister !
This was my first return to
the Wild Dogs after around
30 years and I am kicking
myself it has taken that
long. A fantastic group
to walk with and chatter
throughout interspersed
by jokes and laughter – you couldn’t ask for more.
Thanks everyone for making this such a memorable
trip.

The walk along the Coxs and the ascent from the
near Galong Creek to Tinpot Hill was just magic
walking through open forest and grazing land.
Part way up we were treated by a Wedgetail Eagle
soring close overhead. As we neared the cars we
were greeted by one of the resident horses who was
most happy to relieve us of the apple lugged up the
hills.
Congratulations to our
Prospective
colleagues
Pernille Jellestad (visiting
from Denmark), Tim Van
Langenhove (visiting from
Belguim) and to Dianna
Bradbury on completing
their overnight Q-walk.
Dianna has now completed
all qualifying criteria to
move to Full Membership
– well done !
Thanks to Tim Sutherland
for sharing his expert knowledge of the Wild Dogs
and Jim Close for inspiring this walk as the catalyst
for a return to the Wild Dogs.

An optional side trip to the lower reaches of Jenolan
Gorge was punctuated with ‘SBW Cricket’ consisting
of a river stone and stick (possibly the Kiwis would
have had a chance here…) and the group returning
to camp dripping. A couple of us (including the
leader) took the chance for some relaxing down time
and whilst basking in the afternoon sun was awoken
from a nanna nap by a Lace Monitor rummaging
through camp (still not sure whether it raided Bill’s
kit – ah well).
Another memorable happy hour and camp fire where
tales true and not so true abounded accompanied
by much raucous laughter, jeering and egging on.
The names of the (not so) innocent have been
removed however there was the tale of fishing at a
nudist beach (‘I didn’t know it was a nudist beach’)
and the handling a small flat head whilst naked men
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your
report to be published as an article email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw.
org.au.
It would be nice to have photos in this section: send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion.
14 Feb 2015

Wollemi NP canyoning

Wollemi NP David Carmichael

Enjoyable weekend doing Bubble Bath, Crikey & Hole in the Wall canyons

Alan Osland
Nicole Mealing
Visitor
David Sweeting

14 - 15 Feb 2015

Blue Mts Photography Walk

Blue Mountains NP Caro Ryan

A different type of SBW walk, where the focus was on spending time and
working through techniques and angles for personal photography. We drove
between locations and maximised the plans to ensure minimum time getting to
and from and maximum time shooting. Lovely to take our time, watching the
skies and light move across areas that we usually walk through quickly. After
a thorough soaking in the rain inside Grand Canyon walk, we retreated to the
Ivanhoe for great hot food, before heading out to Pulpit Rock (the other one)
at Mt Victoria for sunset.

18 Feb 2015

Belmore Falls

Caro Ryan
Tom Brennan
Cvet Jankulovska
Emil Jankulovski
Julio Rodrigues
P Members
Greg McKay
Cerine (Nat)
Dave

Morton NP David Carmichael

Trip highlights - a rugged gorge, rainforest, fabulous waterfalls, a natural arch,
giant fig trees & 2 caves with aboriginal paintings.

Visitor
Lee Cordner
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21 - 22 Feb 2015

Glen Davis Canyons

Wollemi NP Simon Hager

We were expecting a long day on Saturday so we got away for an early start.
However, the day turned out to be shorter than we expected, so we were back
at camp by 2 pm. We decided that it was too early to start happy hour so we
went for a quick trip through Coin Slot Canyon before returning to camp. The
next day was also a short trip through a low quality canyon that ended in two
big abseils.

Lucy Keatinge
Alan Osland
Neil Soutar
Alex Allchin
Visitor
Sierra Classen

25 Feb 2015

Bargo Gorge

Bargo Robyn Christie

On the drive out to the Bargo we could see large ominous looking rainclouds
right towards where were headed. About ½ hour out of Bargo the rain pelted
down so heavily that many cars were pulling over as vision was limited. I
thought “this is going to be a nice wet walk”…

Lynn Dabbs
Kevin Williams
Peter Cunningham
Margaret Rozea

It was still drizzling at our meeting point at Bargo Station but all were willing
and we continued the short drive onto the Rockford Bridge. There is a car park
but after a bad experience at my last quiet car park I chose to park a bit further
away near some houses and navigate crossing the Rockford Bridge to the start
of the walk.

P Members

The rain had cleared – although I still managed to get soaked being at the front
pushing through all the wet bushes. We followed the river track to the bottom
of Diesel Pass – so named because of a large diesel water pump engine a short
way up the pass – not sure how the farmer got it there but it’s a huge piece of
machinery.

Kris Collister
Frank Alvaro
Visitor
John Hungerford
Jacqui Hickson
Chris Edwards
Warren Southey

We continued on to Mermaids Pool but with the previous week’s rain the water
level was up and we couldn’t get across the river to the large flat rocks for
morning tea. As the rain had started again it proved beneficial to stay on the
same side as there was a large overhang for cover – although the area was still
badly littered with empty bottles and cans.
I had meant to bring a large garbage bag to collect the rubbish after seeing it
2 weeks previously when I did the walk but had forgotten. Frank had a small
plastic shopping bag which he filled to capacity and kindly carried out.
We continued along the top Matilda track stopping at Swagmans Leap – which
gives stunning views back along the gorge to Mermaids Pool and See Thru Pool
– and onto Sugarloaf Pass with stops at Troopers and Ghost Lookdowns.
I had already decided that we would not do the off-track section of the walk as
once we got to the bottom of Sugarloaf Gully and into the gorge it was slow and
slippery going after all the rain. Even with the extra tape I had put on trees 2
weeks previously it was still difficult at times to follow the track.
We also had a member that needed to be back in Sydney for a meeting and
it would have added easily another 2-3 hours onto the walk with the slippery
conditions.
There were still lots of waterfalls to see in this section and we had lunch beside
the waterfall and pool that I had previously swum in – no swimming today
though – not really the weather. Beautiful beech trees umbrella-ed sides over
the river and their fallen leaves gave a good soft ground cover when we weren’t
tumbling over slippery rocks.
Back to the cars by 2.30 pm – as it was early having not done the off-track
– most of us decided to try the local Bargo Coffee Shop out – which proved
exceptional and a lovely way to finish the day.

2015 April SBW Newsletter
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1 Mar 2015

Colo River

Wollemi NP Paul Barton

Grassy Hill FT was closed for trail maintenance so instead we did Culoul Range
- Hollow Rock Car Park - Pass 6 - Upstream along Colo to Crawfords Pass.
Very hot day made it enjoyable to wade and swim along the Colo River. The
whole party's first time along Wollemi Ck and up Crawfords Pass. Wollemi Ck
was a huge disappointment. Banks full of weeds (I even found a tomato plant
with ripe fruit) and lots of green weed in water too. Must be a lot of run off
from upstream farms. Thankfully a cool change came through about 3:30.
Everyone enjoyed each others company and especially enjoyed the views from
the various lookouts near Crawfords Pass. A challenging but very rewarding day
in the Colo Wilderness.
1 Mar 2015

Circumnavigation of Narrabeen Lagoon

P Members
Ryan Swaine
Jason L'Ecuyer

Narrabeen Lagoon Roger Treagus

The new Narrabeen Lagoon Multi Use Trail finally opened three days before the
walk and we were the first official group to go through. I had planned this as
a joint SBW/NPA walk so it wasn’t surprising to get big numbers. There was
no problem in managing a large group as the track (or concrete path) was so
easy. On the day it was full of kids on bicycles, mothers with prams, dad with
the family, joggers and in fact real walkers. It was dead flat and very well
engineered, so well in fact that metre for metre this is the most expensive
“track” in the country. So it wasn’t a “proper” bushwalk until we arrived at Deep
Creek and a really early lunch. From there we headed off onto “real” bushtracks
up the main ridge heading west towards Belrose and into Garigal National Park
where we never saw a soul. It was a hot day, in fact the hottest March day in
11 years and I was a little concerned about snakes. I was focusing on the track
ahead as we passed a small lake when Zol behind me shouted out “snake”.
It was a motionless black snake off to one side of the track and I had almost
stepped on it. So much for my peripheral vision. Black snakes are meant to
be retiring but this one just didn’t move, obviously enjoying the warmth of the
sun.
After some extensive views of the national park we descended to a little cut off
valley in the closest pristine catchment to Sydney and came across a delightful
waterfall and a perfect afternoon tea spot offering cool freshwater showers
while drinking the pure cool creek water. Then came the delightful walk through
the Deep Creek floodplain which has an air of tropical remoteness about it.
Then it was back to the normal suburban noise towards the end of the walk. On
paper this looked a simple enough circuit but the heat and the diversion into
Garigal converted this to a reasonably decent effort. Thunderstorms had been
gathering during the afternoon and finally broke after the walk had finished,
what good timing. The new lagoon track is a great place to go jogging and
bicycling but cuts out the adventure of walking around the lagoon like we did
“in the old days” when we jumped fences, balanced across a narrow weir and
dodged golf balls on the Cromer course. If you ever walk this route spare a
thought for Jim Somerville, one man who over a decade fought bureaucracy to
get this built but passed away only a few months before it finally opened. At
least they are naming one of the bridges after him.
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Darryl Sullings
Stephen Brading
Bill Raffle

Hilary Chestwork
Anita McMahon
Misako Sugiyama
Tim Yeudall
Peter Krinks
David Bell
Jim Close
Jan McLean
James Cryer
Zol Bodlay
P Members
Michael Johnston
Anne Johnston
Nerys Oliver
Alexa Bullen
Visitor
Ron Gornall.
Nicole Bastock
Penny Le Couteur
Anthony Parker
Lyn Terry
Nic Noravion
Marilyn Cross
Phillip Marsh
Francis Hunt
Jean Huang
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3 Mar 2015

Manly Dam & Bantry Bay

Garigal NP Leigh McClintock

A beautiful day for walking, with a forecast 28 degrees maximum. We crossed
the dam and headed around the shore of the reservoir, anticlockwise. After
reaching the halfway point (where the track crosses Curl Curl Ck, we headed
up west, across the Wakehurst Parkway. We then turned north, expecting to go
around the top of Bantry Bay, and then down via the Bay Track. Unfortunately,
the latter was closed for "emergency reconstuction", so we headed back to the
Dam Reserve via the pipeline and the Curl Curl track, and completed the circuit
of the lake. The change of plan reduced our distance from 15 km to 13 km. The
leader had a swim at the end of the walk. The others had not worked up enough
of a sweat to think a swim worthwhile.
5 Mar 2015

Sphinx/Darri Track Circuit

Lynn Dabbs
Kevin Williams
Robyn Christie
P Members
Kris Collister
Visitor
Marjorie Gamble

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP Genevieve Savill

A slightly smaller group this week with only 5 of us setting off from Bobbin
Head Road along the Sphinx, Warrimoo & Darri Tracks and returning to the cars
via the fire trails on the other side of Bobbin Head Road to make the walk into
a circuit.

Angela Beveridge
Jim Close
Philip Worledge
P Members
Pete Beveridge

6 Mar 2015

Helen MacDonald

Blue Mountains NP Helen MacDonald

We couldn't have wished for a more spectacular evening for our first North Face
night trainer. A full moon, clear sky and a perfect 10 degrees made us wonder
why more people weren't out enjoying the nocturnal wildlife! The lady in black,
sitting by the Pool of Siloam, gave the leader quite a fright and 5 campers in
the middle of Federal Pass were nearly mowed down, but apart from that, and
an untimely splitting of a shoe, a very uneventful evening! The group finished
at 4.30 am, just in time to welcome the early morning runners setting off at
sunrise!!
7 Mar 2015

The Glow Worm Tunnel

Jim Vaughan
Alan Carpenter
Lorraine Mathot

Wollemi NP Nigel Weaver

A great day out! The glow worms glowed in the dark recesses of the tunnel,
not just on the roof, but right down to the base of the walls. In addition we
enjoyed panoramic views of the Wolgan Valley from several points high up on
the abandoned railway line. We also walked past a fair few pagodas, although
not as many as expected. In summary, we all had a good time in ideal walking
conditions.

Margaret Weaver
Wendy Drapac
P Members
Paricia Huang
Rachele Rugiero
Joanna Killick
Joy Gamutan
Meg Kwon
Svetlana Orrock
Edie Zhang

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
2015 April SBW Newsletter
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7 - 8 Mar 2015

Merrigal Creek, Wild Dogs

Blue Mountains NP Tim Sutherland

Only 3 walkers, but a great weekend with good company, balmy weather and
numerous river crossings - both banks of the Coxs are very weed infested.

Margaret Rosea
Angela Beveridge

Side excursion from Breakfast Creek to the Jack Duncan/Fred Tolhust mine
[information from Chris Dowling]. Angela and Margaret were happy to venture
in, disturbing several bats.
7 - 8 Mar 2015

Jenolan River

Blue Mountains NP Richard Pattison

Trip went to plan. I had the lightest pack I've ever taken into the bush, yet still
twice the weight of Alex's! It took ~9 hours to cover the 24km of Jenolan River
from the Caves to the Coxs = very quick pace. We were through Hellgate Gorge
before we even realised we were in it! No swims, no abseils, no canyon, so Alex
did a water jump for fun. Plenty of time to relax at camp at the Coxs, where a
fat possum attacked us! On Sunday we chose a direct rock climb up the ridge
crest to Cronje Mountain & the 6 Foot Track, then made Caves House for lunch
by 2pm, thanks to mountain bikes. Significantly quicker trip than advertised,
thanks to Alex dragging me along in his slipstream.
7 Mar 2015

Govetts to Lockleys return

Blue Mountains NP Ed Squires

We descended Govetts down to Junction Rock taking in the views and the
waterfalls on the way. We stopped at Junction Rock for morning tea and a
few members scrambled to the top for better views. We got to the junction of
Perrys at noon. Michel had sprained his ankle and it was decided that Jo should
walk him back out rather than continue on to Lockleys.
The rest of the party continued up the challenging climb in the heat to Du Faur
Head were we stopped in the shade and breeze for lunch and then returned
back down the same route. Kerry exited the walk to brave the mosquitoes
at Acacia Flat as she wanted to camp there the night. Congrats to all that
attended the walk.
7 Mar 2015

Blackheath

Alex Allchin

Jo Squires
Alice Yang
Neil Soutar
Simon Tellam
Karen Kool
Kerry Atkins
Visitor
Michel Kisso

Blue Mountains NP Angela Barton

An enjoyable day of walking in the cool of the forest alongside the creek.
Yabbies were spotted in some of the pools. We finished the day with a cool
drink in Blackheath.

Tim Yewdell
Chris Dowling
Neil Cartwright
Damon de Costa
P Members
John Beales
Kate Fewell
Jose Correa
Alexa Bullen
Mike Barton
Andrea Bozic

8 Mar 2015

Shoalhaven River Lookouts

Morton NP Paul Barton

A warm day. River height 68cm at Fossickers Flat. Shoalhaven River banks
green with growth after lots of rain in early summer. Perfect conditions for a
walk and a swim in a relaxing environment. Everyone enjoyed themselves. All
the prospectives walked well.

Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Stanley Wong
Melinda Turner
Glenn Draper
Robert Schroettner
Julios Rodriguez
P Members
Tim Van Langenhove
Tony Gardner
Moya Jackson
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8 Mar 2015

Big Bay

Marra Marra NP John Kennett

Large group, I was grateful for help in managing things from some very
experienced fellow members. Fun descent, finding our way down cliff lines in
thick bush to a beautiful pool where a few of us took a dip. Made our way to
the fabulous foot stencils cave before climbing back up to Blake Ridge in the
heat. Great views over Big Bay. A small party dashed ahead to bag another trig
(Blake Trig) while the others rested and recovered near the Maroota Art Site.
The whole team then proceeded off-track to the art site, a wonderful collection
of ancient aboriginal charcoal drawings with particularly impressive range of
birds. More off-track took us to the road, back to the cars, and eventually to
the Glenorie RSL. First trip in weeks where no-one has shown any signs of heat
exhaustion! Bring on Autumn!

12 Mar 2015

Lane Cove River

Yvonne Everett
Robert Carter
Jim Close
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Michael Browning
Cathie Goss
P Members
David Sann
Cerine Kahajaroen
Pernille Jellestad
Margot Bull
Susan Tuncel
Michael Johnstone
Anne Johnstone
Alison Winn
Geoff Goodyer

Lane Cove NP Genevieve Savill

Making the most of the last few weeks of daylight savings, we set off at 7pm for
a walk around Lane Cove River. This time we headed towards Epping Road, via
Fairylands, and then continued on along the GNW almost to Hunters Hill before
backtracking back to Epping Road. A circuit was made by following the river on
the Mowbray River side back to the cars.

Angela Beveridge
Jim Close
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Melinda Long
P Members
Nerys Olver
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14 - 15 Mar 2015

Blue M NP Richard Pattison

Upper Upper & Upper Wollangambe

A nice leisurely w/e floating down the Wollangambe river through two different
canyon sections: the Upper Upper weaved its way through pagodas with shallow
walls and deposited us to the camp cave near Wollangambe crater where we
startled a young couple having a romantic night around the camp fire, so, we
continued on and camped in the crater which offered excellent star gazing.
On Sunday we ventured through Upper Wollangambe canyon with magnificent
high walls and several long pools, at only 18 degrees it was a bit chilly, but our
dinghies made it bearable. A lovely w/e.
14 Mar 2015

Melissa Thomas
Jo Squires
Ed Squires

Blue Mountains NP Helen MacDonald

TNF100 Trainer #4

It ended up being a much shorter day than planned. The group decided that
after 30km Katoomba Oval was a good place to call it a day.

Jane Fielding
Lyonel Tan
Alan Carpenter
Lorraine Mathot
Jim Vaughan
P Members
Charitha Mohottige

14 Mar 2015

Wollemi NP Lucy Keatinge

South Bowen Canyon

Great day for a spectacular canyon. We walked up Corkscrew Canyon for a
short distance, well worth the time it took.
14 - 18 Mar 2015

Neil Hickson

Wollemi NP David Carmichael

Blackwater Creek canyoning

Excellent & interesting trip exploring 7 creek systems in this area

Visitor
Rory Hentschel

15 Mar 2015

Girrakool to Staples Lookout

Brisbane Waters NP Rosetta Lee

Only four of us. Easy to manage the pace. It showered a few times. Took time
to put on & put off the rain gear. Showered again during lunch time. No cover.
Sat at the cave of Kariong Brook Falls to watch & listen to the rain. Have not
seen anyone on this track. Enjoyed a cup of tea at Waterfalls Cafe after the
walk.
19 Mar 2015

East Lindfield

P Members
Edie Zhang
Bronwen O'Dwyer
Ales Lichner

Garigal NP Genevieve Savill

Starting off at the Tryon Road tennis courts, seven of us set off to do a bit of
exploring around East Lindfield. First stop was Seven Little Australians Park,
then we visited Swains Gardens before heading to the Two Creeks and Gordon
Creek Tracks. Found a lovely little 'track' which gave us a good workout up to
the Barrie Street Track before our return to the cars.

Angela Beveridge
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Philip Worledge
Melinda Long
Judy Dent
P Members
Peter Beveridge

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly
program such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
13
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14 Mar 2015

Buxton Plateau

Nattai NP Paul Barton

A few challenges occurred when an old 4wd trail marked on the map no longer
existed. Such is the joy of exploratory walking. Another humid March day made
it a good one for a swim. The pools on Little River being especially refreshing.
The prospective members all handled the off-track walking, with considerable
scrub, well. A detour to the end of Buxton Plateau was rewarded with some fine
views from a very nice lookout. Thanks to the party for their sense of adventure
and great company.

Angela Barton
Mike Barton
Glenn Draper
Thuy Ho
Rick Martin
P Members
Michael Johnstone
Anne Johnstone
Ewa Borowiec

14 Mar 2015

Taffys Rock An Even Harder Way

Ku-ring-gai CNP Robert Carter

This was the second in a series of walks exploring alternative off-track route
options across Taffys Gully to Taffys Rock. The weather was kind with the
predicted showers not eventuating however there were a few warm spells
throughout the day. A smaller than normal sized group due to a couple of late
withdrawals.
Our adventure started from Cowan Station with an early start (very early for
Di who travelled from Cronulla !). We then followed the Great North Walk track
to Jerusalem Bay before ascending the 200m up to Govetts Ridge to the start
of Taffys Track. Morning tea was had at Mackeral Rock before commencing our
off-track route out along Pound Spur to the high point at GR344829 before
looking for an appropriate descent point to take us to a large rock platform
just above Taffys Creek at GR348827. From here we undertook a brief side trip
to view the Koala engravings previously located by John Kennett and myself
before heading back to Taffys Creek and commencing our ascent up to a high
point (almost a pagoda) north of Taffys Lookout at GR 352829 to take in the
magnificent 360° on offer. Our route was then along the prominent ridge line to
(what is marked on the map as) Taffys Lookout and the northern end of Taffys
Rock where we had a late lunch. A relatively fast pace return along Taffys Track
and the GNW track saw us arrive back at Cowan Station at 4.20 pm.

Lisa Ochs
P Members
Geoff Goodyer
Steven Watson
Sue Tiller
Diana Bradbury
Jo Chan

Overall a strong group who accepted the off-track challenges presented and
contributed to a great day out.
Congratulations to the Prospective Members who successfully completed this
qualifying walk – Diana Bradbury, Geoff Goodyer, Steve Watson, Jo Chan and
Sue Tiller.
14 Mar 2015

Lions Head

Blue Mountains NP John Currie

Party consisted of full members only, all fit with a great attitude and all enjoyed
the route and walk. Weather was good, Goat Track negotiated with no problems.
Abundant wildlife at Kedumba Crossing. Two members who were booked, pulled
out on the Saturday morning of the walk which was unfortunate and meant
other members on the waiting list could not come. First lead for the leader for
SBW. Drop box link for photos, no captions as yet.
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Chris Dowling
Angela Beveridge
Stephen Brading
Margaret Rozea
Frances Bottrell
Genevieve Savill
Bill Raffle
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21 Mar 2015

Rainbow Ridge and Mt Pollock.

Morton NP Paul Barton

A pleasantly cool day made a nice change from the previous week's heat and
humidity. The relative lack of scrub on the ridges around Mt Pollock and the
great views from the knife edges made this trip memorable. Tryers Gorge
was bone dry which made it possible to walk straight up the rocky creek bed
unimpeded by scrub on the banks. A flora highlight on this trip was seeing the
multitude of cycad seed pods. Like giant pineapples with big red seeds they
really stood out as we walked through the dry limestone country. Old Kurrajong
trees also stick in my mind. This walk is a keeper, I will definitely lead it again.
Thanks to the party who all enjoyed themselves and were great company.
21 Mar 2015

Quadruple Yo Yo

Melinda Turner
Glenn Draper
P Members
John Beale
Kate Fewell

Blue Mountains NP Alan Carpenter

A cool day greeted us with light rain & canyons covered in cloud. A Brush
Turkey flew in for a close encounter at the base of Bridal Veil (Govetts Leap)
Falls. One walker not feeling the best decided to return to Govetts. A big day
for SBW in the Grose Valley as along the way to & from Pierces Pass / Rigby
Hill it was good to see some friends from another two SBW groups. Made our
way back to Blue Gum & on the way to Lockleys met familiar faces again. After
Lockleys returned to Blue Gum for ascent & descent of Perrys. At Acacia Flat
dropped in to for one more chat with our fellow bushwalkers who looked very
comfortable at their campsite. As tempting as it was to stay we had to push on
& made it back to cars at Govetts Leap in the last of daylight completing the
walk in 12 hours.

Lyonel Tan
Jane Fielding

21 Mar 2015

Frances Bottrell

Pierces Pass/Blue Gum/ Pierces Pass

B M NP

It's a slightly longer drive from Sydney, along the Bells Line of Road to Pierces
Pass, but I think it is well worth the journey. None of the descents into the Grose
Valley are easy on the knees but, I think, Pierces is one of the prettiest. Walking
down along Pierces Creek, the canopy also provides some welcome shade on a
hot day. Today though, was not one of the hot days but a rather misty, drizzly
one that unfortunately obscured the fabulous views from Du Faurs. Today also,
was one of meeting other SBW members, in particular, Caro's "Walk in her
Shoes" group camping overnight in Acacia Flat. Congrats to Caro and her team
for raising almost $4000 for a worthy cause.
21 - 22 Mar 2015

Blue Gum Forest

Wayne Gardner
Nicola Piper
Sandra See
Chris Dowling
Petros Nikoludos
Michele Rose

Blue Mountains NP Caro Ryan

The wet, misty and moody weather of the weekend didn't dampen our spirits
as we set off down into the Grose Valley, to the sounds of a pounding Victoria
Falls.
This was the first time the leader has been back there since the 2013 fires and
the landscape has recovered well and is bursting with life. It also gives you a
new perspective on the valley, being able to see the escarpment and clifflines
around, which were previously hidden by canopy. Huge forests of Grass Trees
and thankfully, still lots of wonderful Blue Gums
We bumped into 2 other SBW groups that day, the first being Lionel and Alan
doing their Quadruple YoYo (Oh No!) who we met at the base of Pierces Pass.
We then also met up with Frances' Day Walk group just before Little Blue Gum
and shared stories and laughs, before heading on our way.
We were one of the first groups to Acacia Flat that night and found ourselves
a great spot and thankfully all the mozzies disappeared after not too long,
however many of us had lots of bites the next day. Not to worry, off we set for
the Horse Track and picked up a few leeches to join the mozzie bites.

Caro Ryan
Jim Vaughan
Janina Szyndler
Lisa Sheldon
P Members
Donald McMurray
Geoff Goodyer
Jose Correa
Meg Kwon
Patricia Huang
Visitor
Bridie Campbell
(22nd March)

We made it back to Govetts Leap around 3pm and headed to the Ivanhoe for
hot chips (hmmm) and a shandie. Thanks everyone for a great weekend and
for helping Team Lotsafreshair raise over $3,750 for CARE Australia.
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25 Mar 2015

Springwood Loop

Blue Mountains NP Robyn Christie

Beautiful weather for walking - slightly overcast and about 22°C.
Left Springwood Station at 9.00 am. Start of Sassafrass track by 9.15 am.
Track follows Glenbrook Creek which was superbly clean after the deluge the
day before.
Morning tea at Perch Ponds by 11.00 am and lunch at Martins Lookout by 12.15
pm.
Glorious walk back up Magdala track - lots of creek crossings - but none so
deep as to get wet feet. Track was magical with the fresh rain water in creek
and many shades of green foliage from the over hanging trees and beautiful
ferns.
Most surprising was hardly any leeches.
Back to Springwood by 3.00 pm with many staying on for afternoon tea in a
local coffee shop.
26 Mar 2015

Forestville & Davidson Circuit

Sally Reynolds
Margaret Rozea
Angelika Langley
Brian McConaghy
Sandra See
Grace Love
P Members
Frank Alvaro
Visitor
15 Bush Club
Members

Garigal NP Genevieve Savill

A lovely evening walk with good company. Seven of us completed a 12km
circuit around Forestville and Davidson via the Cascades, Gov Phillip and Carroll
Creek Tracks. Another snake sighting tonight, this time a diamond python on
the Gov Phillip Track.

Angela Beveridge
Jim Close
Philip Worledge
Melinda Long
P Members
Pete Beveridge
Kevin Reeves

28 - 29 Mar 2015

Wild Dogs (Overnight)

See article above.

Blue Mountains NP Robert Carter
Tim Sutherland
Bill Raffle
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
P Members
Dianna Bradbury
Pernille Jellestad
Tim Van Langenhove

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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28 Mar 2015

Wentworth Falls

Blue Mountains NP Angela Barton

A large and happy crowd set of in lovely weather. We had great views into
Kedumba Valley. Wallabys and kangaroos were seen grazing on the old farm.
We quickly ascended Rolling Stones Pass and headed out to Lions Head for
more views. We arrived at Double Hill at 4.15 pm.

Kate Griffiths
Virginia Waller
Edie Zhang
Rosemary McDougal
Margaret Rozea
Alice Yang
Peter Cai
John Kennett
P Members
Isabel Yersin
Antoine Yersin
Frank Alvaro
Alexa Bullen
Moya Jackson
Tony Gardner
Jac Wolf
Juergen Wolf

28 Mar 2015

Royal NP Alex Allchin

SW Arm Creek

Although it was mostly a downhill creek walk, much time was spent climbing
up and over boulders. Many interesting rock formations in the cliffs to the
West of SW Arm creek, well worth a future trip to explore further. Plenty of
swimming spots along the creek and the scrub wasn't too bad. We even had an
unmarked track appear on the true right for the first few km of creek walking.
The swimming hole at the end of the creek is great.

Glenn Draper
Misako Sugiyama
Svetlana Orrock

Trip enjoyed by all, photos can be found here - http://goo.gl/u1tIkR

28 Mar 2015

Cowan - Thornleigh

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP Frances Bottrell

Cowan to Thornleigh is one of my favorite walks. Lots of short sharp hills and
changing scenery keep this walk interesting and challenging. This particular
day, we had perfect temperatures and the tide coincided with us for an ankle
deep crossing of Calna Creek. A fast group and the last of day light saving
hours meant we were back in Thornleigh with time to spare. Great day out.

Nicola Piper
Uwe Seil
Lorraine Mathot
Wayne Gardner
Yvonne Everet
Damon Nomad
P Members
Margot Bull
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29 Mar 2015

Shoalhaven River Lookouts

Morton NP Paul Barton

Another enjoyable day out in the Shoalhaven. The leader was navigationally
embarrassed when walking up the wrong spur but the bonus was that we found
another spur "that goes" in between Tumbledown Point and Sparkes Buttress.
It was hard work climbing the spur up to Tumbledown Point as it is a very steep
gradient but our efforts were rewarded with a wonderful lookout. Thanks to the
party for coming along and being great company.
29 Mar 2015

Woy Woy to Wondabyne

Neil Soutar
Rod Wales
Joanne Armstrong

Brisbane Waters NP Nigel Weaver

We had a fine and warm day to enjoy this attractive walk with its magnificent
views of Brisbane Water from the top of Mt Wondabyne, and later on the great
views of Mooney Mooney Creek from the clifftop lookout beside the Great North
Walk about 3 kilometres north of Wondabyne station. It was also nice to go to
Kariong Falls which were in full flow, making it a very pretty little spot.

Margaret Weaver
Lyn Terrey
Neena Wang
John Robb
Tim Yewdall
P Members
Yoon-Jung Kang
Donald McMurray

29 - 30 Mar 2015

Guouogang / Krungle Bungle Ridge

BM NP, Kanangra NP Huw ap Rees

This tough challenging route encircling the whole of the Wild Dogs was close
to the capability limit for all of the group. The inital scoot around via Mobbs
to the Coxs was easy and we had a leisurely early dinner on Kanangra Creek.
We had “preparation malfunction” with two of four members forgetting their
headtorches and the other two both wasting their spare GBS batteries by
leaving the units switched on before the trip began..

Ed Squires
Jo Squires
P Members
Ryan Swaine

That left us with two headtorches between four and GPS to be used sparingly,
but with the aid of a fifty percent moon we did the massive 1100m night climb
in 6 hours, burst through the shitus gouougangi and collapsed into camp by 11
pm.
Walking by 8.15 am Sun we signed the log book and negotiated our way out
to Hawk Fell and the 8 hour descent of the Krungle Bungles. Amazing views on
both sides, dry rocks to walk down and only one nav problem where we lost 45
min overshooting the little blind ridge between Mt Queahong and Mt Jenolan.
We got down the scree slope from Scrubbers Hump and began to climb
Irongmonger before it was dark but the upper part of the climb and the return
via Ironpot was again in the dark.
With great team effort on navigation throughout and two massive 13 hr plus
days we finished very self satisfied and very tired.

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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Kinesis

The Scarpa Kinesis and Mythos
GORETEX® 3 season Hiking boots
define a new standard in hiking
comfort. ActiveFit technology means
you can travel the distance with the
perfect combination of ergonomic
speed lacing, ankle padding and
maximised freedom of movement.
Our go-to multi-day hiking boot.

Mythos

Get all your hiking gear from the World’s
leading brands: www.paddypallin.com.au
SYDNEY 507 Kent Street. Ph 9264 2685
MIRANDA 581-587 Kingsway. Ph 9525 6829
KATOOMBA 166 Katoomba Street. Ph 4782 4466
MAILORDER Customer Service & Information 1300 654 259
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